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5 and 6 year olds  l Red Ball                          l - 36' court, 23" racquet

▪ A player that advances to a new ball color

 can continue to play in the previous ball

 color.     

▪ Parent is required to watch an educational

 video before the player participates for the

 first time with Red Ball or Orange Ball.

* Players under 7 are required to stay in red 

 and orange ball.

7 and 8 year olds 

 l Red Ball

 l Orange Ball.

  (Can play either 

    ball color)

 l - 36' court, 23" racquet

 l - 60' court, 25" racquet

 ▪ A player that advances to a new ball color
 can continue to play in the previous ball

 color.     

 ▪ Parent is required to watch an
 educational video before the player

 participates for the first time with Red Ball 

 or Orange Ball.

 * Players under 7 are required to stay in

 red and orange ball.

9 and 10 year olds

 l Red Ball

 l Orange Ball

 l Green Ball 

  (Can play any ball

    color listed)

 l - 36' court, 23" racquet

 l - 60' court, 25" racquet

 l - 78' court, 27" racquet

 ▪ A player that advances to a new ball color

 can continue to play in the previous ball

 color.    

 ▪ Parent's are required to watch an

 educational video before the player

 participates for the first time with Red Ball,

 Orange Ball, Green Ball or Yellow Ball.

 * Players graduate from the PlayTracker

 when they turn 11 years old. 

 l To progress to Orange Ball:

 ▪ Wait until the child turns 7*

 OR

 ▪ Parent watches a video and

 acknowledges that they want 

 their child playing Orange Ball.

 l To progress to Green Ball:

 ▪ Wait until the child turns 9
 OR

  ▪ To unlock green ball, a 7 or 8

 year old player will need to be

 assesesed by a coach on the

 NetGeneration app OR reach

 1,000 play points in red/orange

 ball.

l  To progress to Yellow Ball:

 ▪ Wait until the child turns 11*

 OR

 ▪ The player must earn 1500

 Green Ball points; 1000 of these

 points must come from WIN

 points.
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